
NX Series Fertiliser Spreader

The COSMO NX Series is a professional spreader, with a large hopper capacity, designed to spread pilled, granular or powder fertiliser over a 
wide width up to 24m.

The NX Spreader has been developed through extensive, independently verified, field testing. It provides the operator with a very accurate 
and uniformed spread due to the slow rotating agitators that minimises powdering and damage to fertiliser, and the adjustable vanes on the 
spinner discs. The NX Spreader has been designed with twin openings that are hydraulically controlled while manual leavers allow the operator 
to preset the discharge rate and spreads pattern; one side (left or right) or full coverage (both left and right). These manual settings are more 
economical and reliable compared to electronic options.

The NX Spreader is Italian made, and careful consideration has been given to all components. The metal hopper, frame and gearbox drive 
system are all manufactured in house, parts that come in contact with fertiliser are made from stainless steel, and an internal hopper grate 
prevents large lumps from blocking exits which could compromise the spreading pattern.

The capacity of the rectangular metal hopper (1100ltr) can be increased with the addition of extensions, resulting in two larger models; a 
1600ltr (NX1600) and a 1900ltr (NX1900).
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Code CNX1100 CNX1600 CNX1900
Size reference 1100ltr Twin Disc Spreader 1600ltr Twin Disc Spreader 1900ltr Twin Disc Spreader

Capacity (lt/kg) 930 / 1088 1390 / 1626 1644 / 1930

Spreading width (m) 12 - 24

Dimensions

Width (mm) 2300 2300 2300

Depth (mm) 1300 1300 1300

Height (mm) 1050 1300 1400

Tractor range (hp) 65+

Weight (kg) 310 325 350

Options
902.125 Hopper cover (NX1100)
902.126 Hopper cover (NX1600)
902.127 Hopper cover (NX1900)
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